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Vampires Slot Machine
Like the subjects they’re inspired by, vampire-themed games never grow old. In the pantheon of
online casino games,  vampires remain immortal and immune to changing tastes. In other words,
create a vampirific game, be it a video slot  or an instant win game, and you’re onto a winner. At
least you are if it doesn’t suck, if you’ll  pardon the pun. Vampires by Amatic is one such game, a
simply named and simply titled slot in which it’s  easy to scoop big wins with minimum effort.
Spin, win, repeat. That’s pretty much the formula here. There really isn’t much  more to it, but
despite the simplicity of these games, they remain immensely popular, and no wonder. Slots like
these  are ideal for squeezing in between bingo games or sports bets. In other words, they might
not account for the  bulk of your online casino playing time, but they nevertheless perform a useful
function. That being said, you can play  this slot for hours on end if you’re so disposed and have
the bankroll and the credits to cover it.
First  Blood
Amatic’s Vampires is not a mobile-compatible game; in fact, due to its Flash-based design you
may struggle to get it  to work on desktop in certain browsers such as Chrome, let alone on iPhone
or Android. There’s a distinctly old-school  vibe to this game, one which isn’t the gainliest slot you’ll
ever play but which is a fun little number  nonetheless. The playing card symbols are rendered in a
thick gothic script, while themed symbols have all been given a  tint that makes it appear as if
there’s moonlight reflecting off them. This is a 5-reel slot with 50 paylines  and a total bet that can
be set as high as 5,000 per spin. That’s a staggering amount, and just  goes to show that you
should never judge a slot by its outward appearance. You’d never have guessed that this  slot was
concealing such a high limit game.
The buttons for adjusting the playing controls, which sit below the reels, are  clumsily rendered. Or
at the very least, they haven’t been done particularly well, but if nothing else they’re easy to  make
out. There’s one marked Auto Start but you have no ability to adjust the autospin controls.
Although the themed  symbols are quite alluring, the animations that accompany each win in this
game aren’t particularly well implemented at all. Again,  this is simply because the game has aged
and can’t cut it against the newer and slicker slots out there.  Winning symbols do little more than
flash and rotate in a basic manner. Still, it works.
Wild Night
There’s a card gamble  feature that can be activated every time you record a win in the base
game. Bet on the colour or  suit of the next card to double or quadruple your wins and then repeat
the process if you’re feeling bold.  There’s a wild symbol which appears as a jeweled eye and
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which will substitute for all regular symbols and then  there’s a scatter which is a red rose. Land
three of these in view to trigger seven free spins. Of  the regular playing symbols, the male
vampire is the most valuable, worth 10,000 for five, while the vampiress is worth  3,000 for five
and the castle, aka Dracula’s lair, is worth 2,000.
Now It’s Down to Rio
This is rated as being  a medium to high variance slot, one which plays very similarly to Carnival in
Rio by Gamesys. It too has  50 paylines and awards 7 free spins. It’s a similar story with Overseas
by Gaming1, but there are way more  spins to be claimed here – as much as 50 at best if your
luck’s in. If you’re simply looking  for another slot you can play for free and has the same theme,
check out Crypt of the Vampire. It’s  by Red Rake and is delightfully gruesome and blood-
spattered. And if you're still unsure, you can browse all our vampire-themed  games in our free
slots online library!
Vampires in Conclusion
This is a game that’s showing its age and which is unlikely  to earn a place in your heart. Despite
the kitschiness of it all, this is still an enjoyable slot, thanks  primarily to the characters who appear
on its reels. They’re an eclectic and maverick bunch who look like they’ve been  plucked straight
from a Victorian horror novel. Bram Stoker would surely approve of their pale white countenance
and air of  sophistication which conceals their savage tendencies. In action, Vampires is a straight
up slot, one that’s easy to get the  hang of. Thanks to the card gamble feature, it’s easy to make
your money go further and to notch up  respectable sized wins. It’s not a classic slot by any
means, but it is still a bloody ball of fun.  
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